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«The third Bank of the River» is a poetic expedition into the unison of man and nature. 
Taken its inspiration from the tale of the Brazilian writer Guimarães Rosa, the river is 
a representation of the eternality of nature, and the canoe which floats as the third bank 
represents the humanity trying to position itself in the world. In our art work we con-
centrate on todays contemporary situation of the river beds of Rio de Contas in Brazil, 
which is affected through Brazils rapid strive towards a modern, industrialized economy. 
Our intention is to investigate the human idiosyncrasies and the larger world of values 
which gives them meaning. 



Synopsis
The third Bank of the River is a poetic expedition into the unison of man and nature. 
Taken its inspiration from the tale of the Brazilian writer Guimarães Rosa, the river is 
a representation of the eternality of nature, and the canoe which floats as the third bank 
represents the humanity trying to position itself in the world. In our art work we con-
centrate on todays contemporary situation of the river beds of Rio de Contas in Brazil, 
which is affected through Brazils rapid strive towards a modern, industrialized economy. 
Our intention is to investigate the human idiosyncrasies and the larger world of values 
which gives them meaning. 

Thematic approach
Our field research focuses on understanding ecosystems and their interrelationships 
along the riverside Rio de Contas in Bahia, Brazil. In visiting and portraying the com-
munities, depicting their interactions and perceiving their connection to nature, the 
project is reflecting and redefining our role in the natural world: 
How are we embedded in nature? Which thoughts do todays human raise about their 
life concepts? How can curiosity, creativity, collaboration and playfulness help overco-
me difficulties and challenges? How can we combine ancient knowledge and traditio-
nal practice with modern technology? How works an integration of a full life cycle of 
goods? Which ecological designs emerge through shifts towards green building? How 
can reinvented technology enhance natural systems?

The river drives the dramaturgy of the story. Along its river beds live various micro-so-
cieties: indigenous tribes, Quilombolas (descendants of Afro-Brazilian slaves), establis-
hed Brazilian farmer and fisher communities, new formed eco-villages and migrating 
individuals. Each of this groups bring their own knowledge, technologies and cultural 
values to the river. We investigate their initiatives on a local level and interpret practices 
on being more self reliant on energy, food production, manufactured goods, transpor-
tation and education. Thus we trace flip side approaches to balance the ecological well 
being in a holistic manner. 

Artistic Output
Presented as a vivid walk through installation following different life circles with inter-
weaeved storytelling, music and sculptural manifestations the art piece invites the audi-
ence to imagine a call for a vision! The art work challenges imagination and creativity to 
unravel solutions for a sustainable thriving future. The exhibition reflects our separation 
from nature and in contrary envisions ourselves as an integral part of natural systems. 
Our target is to amplify the spirit of enthusiasm, creativity and collaboration to inspire 
our unison within the ecosystem in a poetic tangible manner.
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02 RIO DE CONTAS

Rio de Contas
It the main river of the hydrographic basin located in Bahia. Its source is in Tromba Mountain, then passes through various cities 
and finally leads in the Atlantic Ocean in Itacaré.

RIO DE CONTAS
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Fishermen

FISHERMEN
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Cacao Farms

CACAO FARMS
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Quilombo
A quilombo is an Afro-Brazlian settlement in Brazilians hinterlands. Founded by people of African origin including the Qui-
lombolas, or Maroons,  most of the inhabitants of quilombos were escaped plantation slaves. 

QUILOMBOLAS
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Tupinamba
The indigenous tribe of the Tupi ethnic groups are native Brazilian habitants. After the colonialization through the Portuguese 
they suffered displacement and extinction. 
The here portrayed audio-project workshop narrates their story through songs.

TUPINAMBA
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Holisitc center Pedra do Sabia
Pedra do Sabia is an organic agroforestry cocoa farm and also a Private Reserve of Natural Heritage (PRNH), with exception-
al biodiversity. Its holistic center receives international guests and professionals to rest and develop therapeutic, educational, 
meditative, physical and artistic techniques with the intention to unify body, mind and spirit. They working towards becoming 
a sustainable place.
Here portrayed is a course about the woman’s rites of passage.

PEDRA DO SABIA
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Familiy collective Aldeia
Aldeia is a group of friends and families attempting to live together in harmony with nature. They believe in having a relationship 
with the land they live on and implement holisitc approaches in their familiy village.

FAMILIY COLLECTIVE ALDEIA


